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The problem of getting along with other children is not a
serious one in the primary period if the habits previously
mentioned have already been formed. But "new occasions
teach new duties.'3 The new school situation requires new
habits, and old habits of courtesy at home will not necessarily
carry over and function in the new environment. The habits
of consideration, co-operation, helpfulness, personal cleanli-
ness, and hygienic living established in the preschool period
are modified and further developed in the primary period to
meet the needs of the new and wider environment.
Specific Kinds of Social Behavior. — The value of certain
kinds of social behavior should receive more consideration.
What kind of social response is most desirable? For ex-
ample, should talkative, reticent, extrovert, or introvert tend-
encies be encouraged? What is the golden mean in gen-
erosity? Should children learn to give more than they take?
Is there not some danger in unduly increasing the social
fears of children? After five years of age an increase has
been observed in fear of ridicule, fear of loss of prestige,
and fear of events that might threaten a child's status and
future security.
Social behavior in school situations involves different spe-
cific responses from social behavior in home situations. It
involves being courteous in his everyday school associations,
keeping quiet at certain times, taking turns, not laughing or
making fun of the mistakes of other children, paying atten-
tion when someone else is talking, not getting angry when
the good of the group demands an interruption of his activ-
ity, and not taking more than his share of time and attention.
Co-operation in school means obeying the rules of the school
regarding recess, conduct in the halls, study periods, and the
like; working together with other children on a group
project; taking the lead or doing the particular job assigned
to him; being in the right place at the right time; and play-
ing games with other children. Helpfulness in school means
keeping his own desk or locker neat, helping to keep the

